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Context: Verbo-Visual-Virtual Project

 A 2-years project aiming to:

 digitalize small collections maintained by local museums

 re-design the authoring process for data management

 2 museums involved: MART (Rovereto) and MUSEION (Bozen)

 Collection composed by:

 2617 artworks (187 without title and 27 having unknown artist)

 445 artists
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Starting Scenario

 Issues:

 data loss (especially multimedia content)

 no exposure

 no linking

 no multilinguality
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Pattern example Property Sentence

born in [LOC,DATE] dbpedia:born He was born in Brno in 1946

author of .* vvv:authorOf He is author of numerous radio plays

influenced by .* dbpedia:influencedBy
The first works were influenced by the 

metaphysical painting
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 RESTful interface

 Methods for supporting:

 exposure of structured content

 exposure of multimedia content

 Data provided in JSON or RDF format
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Evaluation Set-Up

 Quantitative Evaluation

 Impact of the Data Linking task

 Impact of the Data Mapping task

 Impact of the Data Enrichment task

 Qualitative Evaluation

 Lessons Learned

 Future Work
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Quantitative Evaluation
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Task Goal Measures

Data

Linking

Linking of 248 (out of 455) artists with 

DBpedia
Accuracy: 0.812

Data

Mapping

Alignment of the techniques with the 

Getty thesaurus
Accuracy: 0.976

Data

Enrichment

Extraction of new relations from 

natural language texts authors

documents

Precision: 0.93

Recall: 0.89

F-Measure: 0.90
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 Main Lesson: 
Working with small collections needs to face with many inconsistencies in 
managing raw data

 Authoring tools for supporting curators
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Qualitative Evaluation

 Main Lesson: 
Working with small collections needs to face with many inconsistencies in 
managing raw data

 Authoring tools for supporting curators

 Facilities for verifying and polishing data

 All-in-one platform for editing and publishing data

 Future Work

 Improving the knowledge management tool for fully supporting the entire 
workflow

 Extend the experience (and the evaluation) on other scenarios focused on the 
management of small artworks collections
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Conclusions

 We applied Semantic Web technologies for managing cultural heritage 
collections in small and/or local environments

 Use of linking and NLP approaches for enriching such collections

 Implementation of an easy-to-use platform for digital curators
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